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Objection to pjpppsed DA Number NO53O/15 for the subdivision of7Trentwood Parka Avalon into three
lots and demolition of existing detached garage and extension of driveway
After careful review of the above DA submitted by the developer
on 9 December 2015, in the lead up to
the Christmas season, we conclude that Pittwater Council should not accept the application.
No. 7 Trentwood Park is zoned E4 Environmental Living under Pittwater Local Environment Plan 2014. It is
reflected as W Hazard H i on the PLEP Geotechnical Hazard Map. It is identified as a Bushfire Prone Land
on the Council's Bushfire Prone Land Map.
The lot has an overall steep gradient, is irregular in shape and accessed via a long narrow steep driveway
at the end of a cul-de-sac in Trentwood Park and currently runs adjacent to:
the boundary of 6 Trentwood Park, the Harry Seidler Hogbin House for a length of approximately
50 metres,etres;
the unfenced boundary of 22 Ruskin Rowe, a heritage and conservation area (Conservation Area
5) for a length of approximately 30 metres, and within 1.5 metres of the rear courtyard balcony of
22 Ruskin Rowe;
the northern right hand side unfenced bush land boundary of 43D Chisholm Avenue, for about 25
metres whose lower boundary borders Ruskin Rowe.
As can be seen, No. 7 Trentwood Park occupies a sensitive position. It not only contributes to the heritage
and conservation significance of Ruskin Rowe due to its close proximity but also to the conservation
significance of ALL adjoining properties. Its dense vegetation, pristine virgin bush land and impressive
number of trees provide a natural habitat to native flora and fauna.
We strongly oppose the application since the DA is neither sympathetic to the surrounds and, as well, fails
to meet or address the objectives of Pittwater 21 Development Control Plan 2014 under B2.2 Subdivision low density residential areas under E4 Environmental Living in regard to the following Outcomes and
Controls.
1.0 Achieve the desired future character of the localy: The proposed subdivision development has a
devastating impact on the desired future character, amenity of the locality and especially to those
properties adjoining the proposed sub-division. The very elements that inspire all of us to choose to live
in this quiet, peaceful, haven amongst the trees will see the future character of the locality changed into a
busy little enclave devoid of natural surroundings. The subdivision adversely affects Nos. 6 & 8 Trentwood
Park, No. 22 Ruskin Rowe, 43D and 43C Chisholm Avenue by impinging on a historical and heritage area by
a proposing a subdivision that would completely change the current environment.
It is clear that the proposed subdivision and access road will not achieve the desired future of the
character of the locality.
1.2 Maintenance oftheexstingenvironment: Increased vehicular traffic on the difficult access road from
Lots 3, 2 and 1 will impact on all residents in Trentwood Park and Ruskin Rowe. Houses in Ruskin Rowe
will be impacted by an unacceptable loss of privacy, and subjected to unwanted disturbance and noise as a
result of having so many trees removed and replaced by a busy access road and two passing bays. No. 43D
Chisholm Avenue will have no choice but to look down on access roads, passing bays and the building
platform if the development goes ahead, instead of the current peaceful vista of native bush land and park
like area.
No. 8 Trentwood Park will see the decimation of natural habitat adjoining their property
replaced with a build, that could be likened to high-density living.
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1.3 Removal of High Value Trees affording protection and privacy: According to the "Tree Protection
Plan" in the Arborist Report, the removal of many high value trees is proposed in order to widen the two
passing bays. It is unclear how many more trees would have to be removed for passing bays because it
won't be clear until works are undertaken.
Obviously, the subdivision is unable to maintain the existing environment.
1.4 Equitable preservation of views and vistas to and from publicjprivate_pJaces. There will be no
equitable preservation of views and vistas from 22 and 22A Ruskin Rowe or from 43D Chisholm Avenue,
since they all overlook, from various viewpoints, the proposed common access road and passing bays. The
removal of high value trees 26 and 27 on the driveway boundary (as well as trees in the top passing bay) in
order to widen the lower passing bay would again be a factor in diminishing privacy for 22 Ruskin Rowe.
These trees also offer a safety barrier for vehicles using the driveway. Views from 43D Chisholm Avenue
will be acutely affected and not be preserved.
It is clear that there will absolutely no preservation of equitable views and vistas.
Environmental impact: No. 7 Trentwood is a small area dominated by remnant forest, consisting of
more than 130 trees, woodland vegetation, ferns and dense undergrowth and a habitat similar to
Angophora Reserve which is one of the most significant reserves in the area. The elimination of this virgin
bush land, destruction of the eco-system, ruination of the native habitat, home to possums, bandicoots,
reptiles, a variety of native birds, including the Powerful Owl, considered vulnerable in NSW, which we
hear most nights would indeed be a great loss. It is well known that vegetation and fauna habitats are
under threat in this area.
1.5

It is clear that the maintenance of the existing environment will not be achieved.
1.6 Built form does notdorninate the setting. An concrete extension of the long steep access road and
passing bays abutting our boundary on Ruskin Rowe, a heritage and conservation site that embraces the
policies in Pittwater DCP21 and LEP 2014 will be affected. Any houses built on any of the Lots, especially
on Lot 1 will dominate the landscape.
It is clear that a huge concrete extension driveway and passing bays will dominate the natural setting.
2.0 Proposed Sub-division Development
2.1 The proposed DA subdivision seeks to extend the old existing non-compliant driveway to service three
lots with two passing bays. There is lack of details on how this will be achieved. The Geotechnical Report
prepared by Jack Hodgson Consultants Pty. Ltd., dated 14 July 2015 references only demolition of the
detached garage and some risk assessments associated with extension of the access road. A detailed SOW
for the extension of the common access road and in-ground services installation is not contained in the
DA. Plans for easement excavations for underground services such as drainage, water, electricity, gas,
sewer and communications are not indicated and there is no SOW for underground services.
2.2 The current driveway was built over 50 years ago for access to one house, No. 7 Trentwood Park. It
was not meant for use as a common access road to service a subdivision of three or more properties. We
disagree with the Traffic Planning Report submitted by the developers, which claim that the old existing
driveway will be adequate to serve the subdivision. It is neither compliant or adequate.
2.3 The Arboricultural Impact Assessment dated October 2015 advised that the extension of the access
road to a point on Lot 3 requires the removal of 11 out of 48 trees (23%) and a further undetermined
number of trees in connection with building. Since the DA does not contain a diagram or plans for the
turning platform, owners and visitors parking areas on Lot 1 or Lot 3, many more trees will need to be
removed in order to complete the access, this, in addition to a further undetermined number to be
removed for a build. What will happen is the decimation of a forested area.
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2.4 The Pittwater Local Environment Plan, Clause 5.10 relates to heritage conservation. A subdivision of
Lots 1 and 3 and a common access road will impact, alter and diminish the environmental character,
heritage and conservation of this area and is incongruous with the natural setting of the
area. The
subdivision if approved will change forever this unique environment. The subdivision does not and cannot
maintain the natural landscape and there is an impact on the heritage and conservation area of Ruskin
Rowe.
2.5 Pittwater Council's vision, which the vast majority of residents share, especially in this area, is for an
environment where trees and vegetation continue to dominate, where wildlife corridors continue to exist
and where residents have the unique opportunity to live in a quiet and peaceful bush land setting. It is a
vision where houses among the trees instead of trees among the houses dominate and where increased
urbanization of Sydney is avoided in Pittwater and Avalon in particular.
3.0 Access Road Considerations
3.1 The SEE and Traffic Plan refer to two (2) passing bays. The Arboreal Assessment shows only 1 passing
bay on its site survey map and the other passing bay's location measuring 10 x 5 m is simply indicated by
the removal of two trees located in the area below where the garage will be demolished. A draft plan
dated 21/09/15 contained in Ray Dowsett's Traffic and Transport Planning Pty. Ltd., shows the two passing
bays.
3.2 The passing bay proposed to be located at the top of the current driveway, near the demolished
garage, is in a location that has dire consequences for 22 Ruskin Rowe. A passing bay in this location will
ensure significant disruption to the peaceful environment. Preservation of views and vistas to and from
both 22 and 22a Ruskin Rowe will NOT be maintained. The passing bay will intrude and dominate the
natural setting given the close proximity to the house, patio and rear court yard which will be within less
than 1.5 m as well as the rear area of 22 Ruskin Rowe. Removal of trees and subsequent increase in traffic
noise, congestion and visual disturbance and the resulting loss of privacy to our amenity will be the result..
The elements that attracted residents to this area will not be maintained.
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3.3
Qparticuiar concern for loss of privacy and amenity 'is when the vehicle headlJgts_veer/shine
directly into the open plan living area of 22 Ruskin Rowe when descending the driveway prior to turning at
the bend leading down to the entrance of the driveway. The proposal for passing bay located at this
a
juncture on the steep access road that is direct view from the living area of 22 Ruskin Rowe, would create
a visual disturbance and an unacceptable invasion of privacy. A passing bay at this location is considered
an unwelcome intrusion, hazard and an eyesore.
3.4 The aerial photograph depicted under Para. 4 The Surrounding Environment in the SEE obscures our
house at 22 Ruskin Rowe and the proximity of the access road. Tree canopy obliterates the actual
footprint of 22 Ruskin Rowe. The photograph in fact shows a highly forested canopy of trees supporting
our premise that it is an area of conservation value. The map above gives an indication of how close the
driveway is to 22 Ruskin Rowe (1.5 metres from the driveway and highlights impact path of the steep
driveway before the bend - para. 5.1 below refers). Interestingly, the photo in the SEE provides an aerial
reflection of the wildlife corridor that emanates from Angophora Reserve and which embraces 7
Trentwood Park.
4.0

Internal Access Road built form concerns:

4.1 The proposed extended access road is based on the premise that the old existing driveway has
adequate width and surface finish to provide Safe Access to a subdivision, this may be strongly argued that
it is not the case.
4.2 The steep gradient of a 2.3 m wide driveway currently causes difficulty for vehicles larger than a
sedan. It is not a gentle slope, there is no SOW to show how the extended access road will be built up a
from the 2 m height right angle cut behind the garage. Construction on such a sleep incline, which
continues further up to a mid way on Lot 3, will result in an expensive undertaking and major construction.
It is therefore reasonable to assume the driveway will present a huge challenge to any building works
undertaken on Lot 3.
4.3 Earthworks and asphalting/sealing of driveway are not detailed for the extension beyond the garage.
The extension access will have surface rainwater run-off that is likely to end up in properties situated
lower on the driveway which is already a problem in this area. Removal of a large number of trees will
create runoff, soil erosion and slippage. The site is classified as H i hazard. This means that there is a
certain failure of the slope across the entire property and potential hazard exists. Lot 3 has the steepest
slope.
4.4 construction: The DA does not provide a SOW for the construction of the extended access road. A
line drawing and some percentages do not constitute a SOW for the access road works. Details of the
excavation, build-up, road material and sealing, drainage, turning platform, parking areas are required in
order to understand the footprint and consequences but intend to be submitted separately. A conclusion
of what works to be undertaken remains unknown.
4.5 Earthworks: The site is identified on the Council's Geotechnical hazard Map as being with a H i zone.
A Geotechnical Report has been prepared by Jack Hodgson Consultants Pty Ltd., MO 29071 dated 14 July
2015. The report is based on only minor works including the demolition of the detached garage and
extension of the driveway and does not address ground service installation or the required rebuild of the
existing driveway at a width to comply.
5.0 Access Road - Important SafetyConcerns
5.1 Potential for High Risk of Accident on Current and Extended _Steep Gradient Access Road. The
Council's attention is drawn to the potential for risk of serious accident on a driveway of such considerable
length and gradient. The steep descent from proposed Lot 3 and, as well, from the current Lot 2 is
hazardous and presents a clear and visible threat to the occupants of 22 Ruskin Rowe, most notably, at the
point before the first bend. See map above and impact path. An accident can occur for any reason and
may have tragic consequences, if for example, the driver experiences loss of control of the vehicle,
experiences a technical failure, fails to secure the handbrake, the vehicle experiences slippage etc.
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5.2 The increased number sedans, delivery vans, tradesmen, machinery, cement trucks etc., that would
be using the steep non-compliant access, would heighten the degree of risk, not to mention the range of
problems they would experience in trying to negotiate this driveway.
5.3 Inclement weather: It is clear that rainy weather of any kind, and especially torrential downpours will
prove to be an additional hazard when attempting to use the driveway.
6.0 Internal Access Road— Amenity_Concerns
6.1 Acoustics and Noise:
Since the driveway has a steep gradient, acceleration, de-acceleration,
compression braking for larger vehicles and gear shifting will be necessary in order to ascend and descend
the driveway and will result in unwanted disturbance and noise pollution to the otherwise peaceful and
calm environment.
6.2 Visual Impact: The removal of trees for driveway extension and the installation of a huge passing bay
on the boundary between Lot 2 and 22 Ruskin Rowe requires critical review since it proposed to be built
on the boundary itself. It will reduce the ambience of houses among the trees and instead, substitutes a
development of a busy, noisy driveway with little or no trees.
6.3 Arboreal Assessment: Claims that 11 trees or 23% of trees on the driveway need to be removed to
accommodate the access road and passing bays. Such a high removal number has a direct impact the on
heritage area and conservation corridor itself. Vegetation will not dominate the landscape. The high
number of trees that will be required to be removed for completion of access road and builds on Lot 1 and
3 cannot be ascertained yet but will end the natural habitat. The Assessment is wrong is saying there is a
need for the removal of dead or decaying trees - unless they are endangering a house, they are homes to
a variety of wildlife.
6.4
It is noted the report does not provide the number of trees to be removed for the creation of
building platforms, final built form, parking space and bushfire protection area for Lots 1 and 3 and for
easements. The Council's attention is drawn to the fact that there will be further decimation of the current
tree canopy and indeed the forested area as a whole in order to achieve any builds.
7.0 Traffic Report
7.1 The estimation of vehicle traffic provided in the Traffic Report entering and exiting all lots is perhaps
subjective. It is reasonable to expect that entry and exit to all Lots will occur by many different vehicles
numerous times a day.
7.2 The Traffic Report suggests patching cracks in the concrete of the old non-compliant driveway. Line
drawings indicate extension of an access road running past the demolished garage to a point midway in
There are no details for the extensive land clearing, firebreaks, excavations, backfills, retaining
Lot 3.
walls, building platforms. Where are the turning areas and parking areas for visitors and owners, needed
for at the end of any driveway are to be submitted in a separate DA. Therefore, the Arboricultural
Assessment is unable to provide an accurate number of how many trees are to be removed for the
subdivision because the submission is incomplete
8.0 Bushfire Risk Assessment:
5.1 It is stated in the Bushfire Risk Assessment by RFS Consultation Ronald Coffey dated 13 June 2014 that
provided that the proposed development is constructed in accordance with the recommendations
included in Section 9 of above report: Access and Egress: The property access road shall be designed and
constructed in accordance with the acceptable solutions for access to properties detailed in Chapter 4 of
the Planning for Bushfire Protection 2006 (PBP) (Access (2) Property Access) which stipulates a four (4)
metre width.
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8.2 The DA states that the current driveway will remain at the non-compliant 2.3 metre width. To be
compliant with the above PBP, the existing driveway needs to be widened which would have a further
substantial detrimental impact on the existing environment.
8.3 Rural Fire Service access: In considering the requirements of the DCP and Rural Fire Service
requirements for access the report should conclude that the proposed vehicle access arrangements are
inadequate to cater for the proposed subdivision.
8.4 Separation Zones: Separation zones between bush and buildings have not been indicated for build
site and for turning and parking platforms on Lots 1 and 3.
8.5 The proposal is therefore considered not to be in accordance with this control.
8.6 Water Supply: The PBP states that the nearest street hydrant is more than 90 m from the most distant
point of Lot 3. Installation of 5000 litre capacity static water supply tank is recommended, however, this is
not indicated in the plans.
The proposal is therefore considered not to be in accordance with this control.
9.0 Conservation and Heritage
9.1 Due to boundary with Ruskin Rowe, a heritage and conservation area, the proposal for the subdivision
and a common access road with two passing bays within metres of the living area of 22 Ruskin Rowe,
means that instead of this development, consideration should be given to including 7 Trentwood Park as
part of the Heritage and Conservation area since it is one of the last remaining remnants of pristine subtropical forested areas in Avalon, with an abundance of trees, ferns, wild life, birdlife and flora, which has
been described as "magical".
Further, the Geotechnical report does not take into consideration building platforms for the construction
of two new houses on Lots 1 and Lots 3 including parking areas and related landfills and retaining walls
10.0 Residents and community concerns:
The proposed subdivision will have a major impact on the environment, character of the locality, on all
neighbours and on the amenity of the adjoining properties to the subdivision. It has a devastating effect
for the owners of No. 8 Trentwood Park, indeed all Trentwood Park, it has a profound effect on amenity at
22 Ruskin Rowe as well as our neighbors at 43D Chisholm. The proposed DA cannot be viewed as being in
the public interest.
Conclusion:
The site at 7 Trentwood is recognized as contributing to the unique and valuable heritage and
environment of Avalon. It has a beautiful forested area, supports a thriving eco system and surprisingly,
supports a Powerful Owl. It shares a long boundary with a heritage and conservation area and is,
therefore, significantly related to all adjoining properties. It deserves consideration to be part of the
Conservation area adjoining Ruskin Rowe and part of the corridor of Angophora Reserve.
We conclude that the DA is neither sympathetic to the surrounds nor meets the objectives of Pittwater
Development Control Plan for subdivision of low density residential areas under E4 Environmental living
and should be refused.
Signed:
Inge Sodahl

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . E l i z a b e t h Sodahl

22 Ruskin Rowe, Avalon, 2107,
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Dated: 8 January 2016

